### Case Study: Nepal 2015–2019 / Coordination
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#### CRISIS

Nepal Earthquake, 25 April 2015 (and major aftershock on 12 May 2015)

- **Total People Affected:** 8 million people (almost one third of the population)
- **Total People Displaced as of March 2019:** 3,913 households (approx. 19,095 people) identified as eligible for relocation grant (1,669 of these households have already completed relocation)
- **Total Houses Damaged:** 812,371 fully damaged (to be reconstructed) 61,891 partially damaged (to be retrofitted)
- **Total Housing Needs:** Over 4.2 million people (based on number of houses damaged and average family size of 4.88)

#### PROJECT LOCATIONS

National level and 32 earthquake-affected districts

#### PROJECT OUTPUTS

- Coordination services provided across 32 districts for a total of 203 partners (45 active as of Feb 2019)
- Guidance and reports including: joint advocacy report, information bulletins, and Socio-Technical Assistance package agreed with NRA and partners

#### PROJECT OUTCOMES

- 61% of survey respondents made changes to activities based on information from HRRP 3 district-level events
- 99% agree that HRRP 3 technical guidance is easy to access, 86% that it is well researched, and 96% that it is relevant to their work
- 82% agree that HRRP 3 has reduced gaps and prevented duplication in reconstruction efforts
- 60% agree that HRRP 3 has supported strengthening of emergency preparedness and response

#### PROJECT SUMMARY

After the Nepal earthquake of 2015 and its aftershocks, coordination of recovery efforts was critical. Since 2015, the coordination platform for these efforts evolved, with leadership from a series of different recovery actors. The case study focuses on two periods of time. First, on the transition of coordination leadership from the Nepal Shelter Cluster to the Housing Recovery and Reconstruction Platform (HRRP) in its first phase. Second, on the HRRP’s third phase, under the co-leadership of a national and an international NGO. Through these two snapshots, the case study highlights the impact of initial challenges and successes on later recovery coordination efforts.

---

CONTEXT

See overview A.16 in this edition and overview A.3 and case study A.4 in Shelter Projects 2015-2016 for more information.

The Shelter Cluster has been working in Nepal from 2008, contributing annually to the local, district, and national monsoon and earthquake contingency planning process led by the government and the United Nations (UN) Resident Coordinator’s Office.

In response to the 2015 earthquake, the Shelter Cluster was fully activated, along with the majority of other clusters. The government designated a ministry for coordination of the emergency response activities, which was supported by other ministries as well as by UN agencies and a number of national and international NGOs working in the country. However, a government authority to lead the recovery and reconstruction was not designated until August 2015.

Post-cluster coordination for recovery and reconstruction has generally been ad hoc, because there is no global support mechanism to replace the cluster system. In many cases, national governments have the capacity to take on this role. Where this capacity is not fully developed, additional support is requested from the international aid community. The development of HRRP Nepal is one such case.

TRANSITION FROM CLUSTER TO HRRP

The 2015 earthquake was a major disaster for the housing sector and was met with a large-scale response by over 300 agencies. The wider humanitarian coordination context favoured ending operations and coordination and closing the cluster system as soon as possible. Deactivation of the clusters was endorsed by the Humanitarian Country Team. Most clusters, including Shelter, were deactivated by December 2015. This occurred in the context of an ongoing winterization response, along with the continuing development and roll-out of government structures for the recovery phase, potentially impacting the transition. Given the scale of the response, it was acknowledged early by the Shelter Cluster, donors, government, and I/NGOs, that coordination support would be required in the long term. Two UN agencies jointly led the Recovery and Reconstruction Working Group (RRWG), which launched in September 2015 under the Shelter Cluster. Importantly, all the lead agencies of the Cluster and the HRRP were members of the Global Shelter Cluster Strategic Advisory Group (SAG), which promoted linking the emergency shelter coordination with the subsequent recovery.

HRRP PHASE 1

In December 2015, the RRWG transitioned to become the first phase of the HRRP (HRRP 1). HRRP 1 was jointly led by the two agencies and was funded by two donors, with significant in-kind contributions from partners to implement the platform. With both agencies having been involved in the Cluster response, it was an opportunity to ensure a smooth transition of work, staff and knowledge. Coordination under HRRP 1 kept the same structure and core functions as it had under the leadership of the Shelter Cluster. National coordination was led by the same two agencies, and in the districts there was an effort to maintain the leadership from the same organizations that had supported the Cluster. The leading agencies conducted a series of consultations with key partners, including government, NRA, HRRP SAG members and donors, to make recommendations for the following 18 months of the platform, captured in a strategic document.

HRRP PHASE 2

Based on the recommendations, the second phase of the HRRP saw one of the lead agencies at the national level discontinue its involvement. This ensured that there was greater clarity and ownership of HRRP 2 for the remaining lead agency and for platform members. Launched in September 2016, HRRP 2 was mainly funded by one donor and some contributions from the lead agency. As a result of the review process and limited funding, HRRP 2 initially adopted a different model with no technical coordination and with limited district staff. Partners were expected to provide technical coordination capacity. The lead agency collaborated with an existing INGO member of the platform to fill the National Coordinator position. HRRP 2 then began to implement changes to include some technical coordination and increase its district presence. The lead agency discontinued its role in February 2017, and the platform tendered for a new lead agency.
HRRP PHASE 3

For the third phase of the HRRP, an INGO took the leadership and agreed to co-fund the platform, while sub-national coordination in five districts was led by Nepalese NGO partners. Technical coordination at national and district levels was led by a national NGO with extensive technical and coordination experience from Nepal and the region.

The three-tiered structure (district, national and hub) was shared by all phases of the HRRP. However, the make-up was a bit different, with three types of coordinators at each level: technical, information management, and general. The national level structure of HRRP 3 included some new elements. For example, HRRP 3 included a dedicated staff member and a comprehensive system for monitoring and evaluation; technical coordinators in the districts; operational, finance, IT and administrative staff; a translator; and a recovery advisor. Building on the relationships developed during HRRP 1 and 2, the majority of HRRP 3 staff worked from government offices. The platform maintained a high level of investment in staff capacity-building and development, as part of a platform-wide staff performance management system (non-agency specific).

With the recovery needing significant time, and having regained some trust with partners, donors and government, the platform secured two years of funding for the first time under HRRP 3. This allowed for longer-term planning and the chance to adapt implementation to changing circumstances. In February 2019, the platform was going to be extended for five months and a new phase planned to start in August.

MAIN CHALLENGES IN THE TRANSITION

In spite of the willingness and significant investment in handover, there were challenges in engaging partners and establishing government ownership of the Shelter Cluster RRWG, the precursor to HRRP. Significant and frequent leadership changes in the government institutions established to oversee reconstruction were happening, making it difficult to build momentum and agree on longer-term goals and coordination strategy.

In addition, the transition of resources and knowledge from the Cluster to HRRP 1 was challenging, including staff continuity, and some key activities were dropped or redone. Challenges with joint leadership of the HRRP 1 also affected the overall performance of the platform. With limited resources and many roles yet to be fully established, discussions remained at a high level. Challenges of continuity during the transition, phase 1 and 2 of HRRP were exacerbated by uneven sporadic funding.

MAIN CHALLENGES IN HRRP 3

With the September 2017 changes to Nepal’s administrative structure, HRRP 3 had to stretch funding levels to provide capacity-building and information-sharing support to the newly elected municipal officials.

The structure of HRRP 3 involved multiple agencies, each with different salary scales, operational support and expectations, and a very large geographical area. This presented challenges to team spirit and cohesion, management, staff security and maintaining a positive reputation.

Differences in communication, language, representation within the Humanitarian Country Team, and management structures created challenges to meaningful engagement of local NGOs and limited the platform’s impact, although their involvement was key to its success.
STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES AND LESSONS LEARNED

STRENGTHS

+ The planning for the RRWG began early and was supported by the Shelter Cluster SAG and contributions from the two organizations that co-chaired the group. Partner organizations were also supportive of the group and actively engaged with its activities.

+ Holding technical working group meetings at national NGO partner offices provided a space for them to share experience and guidance collectively, and enabled planning for a shared approach to technical assistance and training.

+ Having a recovery advisor within the Shelter Cluster providing input at early stages of the response.

+ In HRRP 3, the number and responsibilities of national organizations implementing coordination at district and national levels increased, also thanks to the partnership focus of the INGO lead.

+ HRRP 3 was able to adapt to the changing context. It did so by expanding coordination support to the newly-established municipal-level government; expanding support to a wider geographic area without additional resources; and supporting training needs of government and partners as gaps arose.

+ The lead agency of HRRP 3 contributed significant funds to the platform, which made the timing for receiving donor funds less critical. This then allowed to attract two-year funding.

WEAKNESSES

- The two lead agencies of HRRP 1 found it challenging to work together, which impacted the effectiveness of the platform and undermined transition, creating gaps in coordination services at critical moments.

- Limited translation services led to the exclusion of local actors and, subsequently, less than optimal communications.

- Although 32 districts were identified as affected, the humanitarian community advocated for partners to work in 14 districts, as outlined by the government. This left the majority of those affected with little international support.

- The global experience, size and support mechanisms of the lead INGO of HRRP 3 were limited compared to larger agencies. This resulted in a learning curve and an additional workload for staff, who had to balance the operational requirements with national and global expectations, and needs of post-cluster coordination services in Nepal.

- Some activities and services were not handed over, especially in the area of communications. For example, the HRRP developed a significant subscriber audience for email updates and for social media. However, with no government counterparts and not enough effort by the platform itself, these initiatives may struggle to be sustained after exit.

- Up to 2019, most funds came from only one donor, while more efforts should have been made to attract more diverse contributions.

LESSONS LEARNED

- The concept of “transition” is not entirely applicable. In Nepal, coordination for recovery began early (May 2015), but coordination for residual humanitarian needs was also needed in 2017 (e.g. winterization).

- Recovery specialists should be deployed early and have provision for remaining beyond the cluster.

- Coordination services for reconstruction need to be mindful of the time frames for various government activities. NGOs and donors often make rigid decisions on projects and activities in advance of policies and frameworks from government. Transition should build on and support government structures for recovery, not only emergency.

- Strengthening engagement of a wide range of partners – especially national organizations – contributes to the effectiveness of the platform. The higher the degree of impartiality, the more effective the coordination platform. Agency visibility may hamper this.

- Longer-term, dependable funding contributes to better retention of staff (as well as allowing time to support capacity-building initiatives), dependability of coordination services, and establishing and developing key relationships with reconstruction actors. It also aligns better with recovery time frames.

- No coordination mechanism should operate without translation as a core service. Having live translations at meetings requires additional consideration and investment. With such investment, the platform could improve inclusivity of meetings at the national level and continue to support document translation.